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1: Primerica Financial Service 1 Court Sq Long Island City, NY Insurance-Life - MapQuest
Primerica can help To help families better understand their personal finances, Primerica offers the Financial Needs
Analysis (FNA). The FNA gives a detailed overview of your current financial situation and suggests a personalized
strategy for your financial security.

Verified Reviewer Original review: The agent was a former classmate of mine so I trusted her. Her sales pitch
sounded so good I decided to sign up. So I decided to cancel. I signed up on the 16th cancelled on the 21st.
After all this the agent is still calling me to get life insurance. Please be cautious when dealing with this
company. Anyone who would legitimately take the time to do their research will find that Primerica is a
business like any other legal entity. My experience has been and I have been in the business for quite a number
of years is that everyone who joins Primerica and pays attention to instruction will have the success that they
are willing to work for. They will learn that at the end of the day, there are only a certain number of things
they can control; more importantly, they should learn to control themselves. A person can join Primerica to
learn how to get out of debt, so they can save and invest their money and build wealth. To do this, discipline
and time are required. Some people get a little salty if they do not receive results instantly or within a time
frame they have set for themselves. If they knew that without a doubt, they were guaranteed to receive a
paycheck every day for their efforts, they would do what they are told instead of finding every reason not to.
Only that person knows why they got involved in the first place. Your upline just sought to find someone who
believed their dreams were worth fighting for. Primerica provides a resource that anyone can use if they just
learn the fundamentals of the business and follow the process. It is because they work. However, if you decide
to add salt in the recipe where it tells you to add sugar; your cake will taste quite different from one that was
using sugar. You already have a job, right? And many of you have been earning money for quite some time
and have no idea why your finances are out of control to the point you need 2 to 3 jobs to catch up. And this is
all the time with some people. When are you going to get disciplined? Primerica can help you with that if you
let them.
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2: FINANCIAL NEEDS ANALYSIS (FNA) by Primerica Financial Services in Frisco, TX - Alignable
Success Is a Journey Anything worth achieving in life takes planning and effort. Usually, reaching a new plateau takes
modifying how you think about your daily life and, especially, your daily behavior.

I gave Primerica my trust. This is how Primerica responded. In July of , a Primerica rep sat at my kitchen
table. It all started when the phone rang one evening: If there were a way for me to save you money by
lowering your monthly payments, would you be interested? Looking back, this may not have been true. We
were paying our bills on time. Our credit score was very good. We were in no danger of losing our home. But
I felt like our debt was eating us alive. We we met our basic needs: Every morning Lisa got up at 4: The rest of
the day she stayed home with our 2-year-old, did any sewing that she had from people, and built our Shaklee
business. Every night I went to my second job. So if a mortgage company like Primerica were looking for
someone to take advantage of with some big promises, we were definitely in a vulnerable position. Primerica
and the kitchen table Then one evening, out of the blue, Primerica called. I tracked economic indicators like
the GDP, prime rate, energy prices. I understood the amortization tables. I understood equity, compound
interest, and the tax benefits of lumping debt into a mortgage as compared to paying credit card companies. I
watched the mortgage rates at our bank and its competitors, and I kept track of other economic indicators like
GDP, the prime rate, energy prices, and was keenly interested in what the Fed was up to. Did I really want
Primerica anywhere near my mortgage? Yet if you know me, you also know I pride myself on keeping an
open mind. So we had him over. Basically all he did was introduce himself and Primerica as a branch of
Citigroup whose mission it was to help people get out of debt and strengthen their financial situation. Then he
drilled us for information. He was pleasant but efficient. And he promised nothing. All he did was ask for
information. Since we were uncomfortable and already paying keen attention to our cash flow at the time, we
had most everything he wanted at our fingertipsâ€”all the monthly payments and interest rates, time remaining
on these debts, other bills, savings, etc. Some of it we had to dig forâ€”like retirement savings and stuff like
that. The first meeting might have taken an hour. What he promised to do with all this information was create
a free report that outlined our entire financial picture. His manner was professional. There was no pressure or
expectation of any kind. I think he had to wait for the report himself. I appreciated that he seemed to
understand family finances can be somewhat complex. Every time you do that, it costs you. Even if you go
from 18 years to a year term. Now I understand that Rob Larson is a representative of Primerica and not a
financial planner. I understand that he was in my house hoping to sell me something. Still, the information in
the FNA was interesting. The most interesting thing for me was the analysis of our cash flow. But you may be
finding a sizable portion of your income going towards paying off debt. Consequently, you may not have
enough to reach your other goals. As a number cruncher, I had fun looking at the charts and tables, the strategy
was nothing new. Next, he showed us an option involving our equity, consolidating debts, and refinancing
with Primerica. He called it the S. Loan, and it caught my attention for 4 reasons. It involved simple interest,
Included a bi-weekly payment plan, Let us keep the same number of years remaining on our current mortgage.
In other words, at that time, we had 18 years left on our mortgage. Rob said we could run the numbers and
stay with an year term. And, We could do all this and decrease our monthly payments! I was so excited about
the potential for the S. The last thing I want to do with my money is trust someone trying to sell me
something. I had to do my own research. I did understand how bi-weekly payments accelerate debt
elimination. But I got confused when simple interest was involved. Like I said, I had to do my own research.
So I scoured the internet, the library, called the Better Business Bureau, talked to our bank, called references,
ran dozens of amortization tables, went back and forth with Rob asking him specific questions and making
him do a fair bit of research. But he always called me back when he had the answer. And I continued to pour
over dozens of scenarios involving our own financial numbers. It took me 6 months to be comfortable enough
to pull the trigger. Everything with our mortgage is going according to plan. Interestingly enough, Rob gave us
another call late this September. He was wondering if he could come out and run another FNAâ€”just to see
how things were going. So we had him out again. Hopefully we can keep it going. This visit we looked at our
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retirement savings and life insurance policies. He looked at the performance of our many and scattered mutual
funds, and instead of trying to convince us to transfer them to Primerica, he said he recommended we leave
them alone. They are all performing at a pretty high rate of return and have been for some time. But he still
wants to sell us Life Insurance. That was in October. Stay tuned until then for another report.
3: Primerica Canada: Primerica Life Insurance Company
The Financial Needs Analysis is first. It will provide your FIN, and that's the first step toward financial freedom. Check
your telephone directory, and call a Primerica Representative today.

4: Primerica FNA Archives | Primerica Blog
Financial Needs Analysis. To help families better understand their personal finances, Primerica offers the Financial
Needs Analysis (FNA). The FNA is complimentary, confidential and customized for every family that Primerica serves.

5: Top Reviews and Complaints about Primerica
FINANCIAL NEEDS ANALYSIS (FNA) If you're like many people, you're in the dark about your finances. You pay your
bills each month and do your best to prepare for the future. But the truth is, there's only so much money to go around
and preparing for the future can be overwhelming.

6: Primerica Careers
By completing this brief questionnaire, your Representa tive can help you develop your personalized Financial Needs
Analysis (FNA). Your FNA will help identify what 's leading you toward your financial goals and what 's holding you.

7: Primerica: A Consumer Report | Chris Wondra . com
Primerica offers a financial-needs analysis to consumers who are interested in developing a personalized strategy for
their unique financial situation. The process takes about 30 minutes to complete and helps consumers develop a plan
for debt elimination, retirement solutions, income protection, and education funding.

8: Financial Needs Analysis by Primerica in Mesa, AZ - Alignable
Primerica Shareholder Services Shareholder Account Manager. Exchanges. As your investment objectives change, you
may choose to move shares from one fund to another fund within the same share class and fund family.
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